INTRODUCTION
During normal viewing, the task of detecting moving objects is complicated by the presence of eye movements that continually scan the image across the retina, even during fixation. In the presence of these eye movements (Skavenski et al., 1979; Kowler, 1990) , external object motion appears on the retina as differential motion between the patch corresponding to the object and the rest of the retina seeing the background. Thankfully, the visual system has evolved to reliably detect such differential motion, while rejecting the global retinal image motion that is due to eye movements. The process starts in the retina, where certain ganglion cells, termed object motion-sensitive (OMS) cells, have the required properties, responding selectively to differential motion between the center of the receptive field and the surround (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) .
The very onset of object motion is arguably the most relevant feature, as both prey and predator often reveal themselves by initiating movements. The visual system serves us well also in this regard. Our attention is reliably directed toward locations in the scene where motion is initiated (Abrams and Christ, 2003) , even on a background of ongoing motion elsewhere and the image slip created by our eye movements. Here we examine how the retina might contribute to this visual performance, by recording the responses of retinal ganglion cells at the very onset of differential image motion on the retina. We find that the response is very strong at the initiation of movement but undergoes rapid adaptation as differential motion is maintained. Through intracellular recordings from interneurons and by using a set of novel stimuli, we identify a probable cellular mechanism for this adaptation and gain further insight into the spatial scale of adaptation and the retinal microcircuitry underlying the OMS response.
RESULTS

OMS Cells Adapt to Differential Motion
We recorded the spike trains of ganglion cells in the isolated salamander retina. The stimulus display was divided into an Object region covering the ganglion cell's receptive field center and part of its surround, and a peripheral large Background region covering the rest of the retina (Figures 1A and 1B) . Both object and background were given a visual texture by a simple stripe grating. The background grating jittered laterally with a random walk trajectory, similar to that of fixational eye movements (Manteuffel et al., 1977; Engbert and Kliegl, 2004 ) (see Experimental Procedures). The object grating also jittered in a random walk with the same statistics, either coherently with the background (Global Motion)-simulating a stationary background scanned by eye movements-or with a different random trajectory (Differential Motion)-simulating an object moving on a stationary background scanned by eye movements. The trajectories in the object and background regions alternated periodically, every 40 s, between Global Motion and Differential Motion. What may seem like a subtle stimulus transition ( Figure 1C ) simulates a behaviorally important visual event: the initiation of movement within a stationary scene in the presence of fixational eye movements.
Object motion-sensitive ganglion cells respond to such jittering stimuli with sparse bursts of high-frequency firing that are precisely timed to the trajectory (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) . To gauge a cell's sensitivity to the stimulus, we measured the average firing rate over many trials with different motion trajectories. The switch from Global to Differential Motion caused, on average, an $80-fold increase in firing rate (41 OMS cells, 5 retinas, range 7-435, see Figure 1D for an example). During continued exposure to Differential Motion, the OMS cells then reduced their firing rate by, on average, 58% (range 27%-78%). By analogy to previous studies on motion adaptation (Clifford and Ibbotson, 2002; Hoffmann et al., 1999; Van Wezel and Britten, 2002) , we will refer to this phenomenon as ''differential motion adaptation.'' The time course of adaptation was well approximated by an exponential decay, with an average time constant of 7.2 s (range 2.6-17.0 s). This time course is similar to what has been measured for contrast adaptation in the retina (Smirnakis et al., 1997) and for motion adaptation in humans (Hoffmann et al., 1999) .
The recovery from differential motion adaptation occurred more slowly (Figure 2) , with an average time constant of 52 s (range 25-89 s, 6 cells). A recovery that takes substantially longer than the adaptation itself has been seen for motion adaptation in humans (Hoffmann et al., 1999) , as well as other types of sensory adaptation (Best and Wilson, 2004; Chung et al., 2002) . A similar asymmetry is found for retinal adaptations to other stimulus variables, such as the mean intensity (Enroth-Cugell and Shapley, 1973) and contrast (Smirnakis et al., 1997; DeWeese and Zador, 1998) .
Circuit Mechanisms Underlying Differential Motion Adaptation
Previous studies (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) suggested that the selectivity for differential motion over global motion is accomplished by a specialized circuit (Figure 3 ). Consider an OMS ganglion cell whose receptive field center lies in the object region. Motion of the object drives an array of bipolar cells, whose rectified output excites the OMS cell. Motion of the background drives bipolar cells in the periphery, which excite a network of polyaxonal amacrine cells. Inhibition from these wide-field amacrine cells combines with excitation from local bipolar cells, either presynaptically on the bipolar cell terminals or directly at the OMS ganglion cells. The dynamics and nonlinearities in the circuit operate such that under global motion the inhibition cancels the excitation, and the OMS cell remains silent (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) . Where within this circuitry does the adaptation to differential motion occur, and what are the neural mechanisms involved?
Given the observed similarities in the time course of differential motion adaptation and contrast adaptation, it is worth reviewing first what has been learned about the mechanisms of contrast adaptation. Following an increase in the strength of a visual stimulus, for example the contrast of a flickering spot, the sensitivity of a retinal ganglion cell gradually declines (Smirnakis et al., 1997) . The outer retina-photoreceptors and horizontal cells-is not involved in this gain change (Rieke, 2001; Baccus and Meister, 2002) . A portion of the change already occurs in the bipolar cells that provide excitatory input to the ganglion cell (Rieke, 2001) . Another part of the effect is a gain change intrinsic to the ganglion cell itself (Kim and Rieke, 2003; Manookin and Demb, 2006) . However, most of the gain change occurs somewhere prior to transmitter release from the bipolar cells and is thought to be triggered by a strong increase in bipolar cell stimulation (Brown and Masland, 2001; Kim and Rieke, 2001; Manookin and Demb, 2006) . Inhibition from amacrine cells seems to play no role in this (Brown and Masland, 2001; Manookin and Demb, 2006) .
Differential motion adaptation differs from this phenomenology in two crucial aspects. First, the onset of differential motion produces no overt change in stimulation of the receptive field center. In fact, all local statistics of the stimulus (mean, contrast, power spectrum) are identical everywhere on the retina. The only change is in the correlation of image motion between center and periphery. As a consequence, the excitation of bipolar cells-thought to be essential for contrast adaptation-remains unchanged between differential and global motion (see also Figure 8 ). Second, the inhibition from amacrine cells-thought to be irrelevant for contrast adaptation-is essential to even obtain the OMS response (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) . Thus, it is difficult to draw clear predictions from the prior work on contrast adaptation, and we are forced to contemplate various possible sites of adaptation within retinal circuitry.
Nevertheless, the nature of the OMS computation allows a restriction of the search. Note that the mere detection of differential motion requires comparing the trajectories in the object and background regions. Consequently, adaptation to differential motion can occur only after the signals from these two regions are combined. Horizontal cells could, in principle, transmit visual signals over long distances to the center, but they hardly respond to the jittering gratings used in these experiments (data not shown). Furthermore, differential motion selectivity in OMS cells requires glycinergic inhibition (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) . Both observations speak for lateral signal flow via amacrine cells rather than horizontal cells. Thus, the most likely site of adaptation is the inner retina, where spiking glycinergic amacrine cells with long-range connections allow for comparisons between signals from distant regions of the retina (Cook et al., 1998; Ö lveczky et al., 2003) . Considering the circuitry in Figure 3 , the possible sites of adaptation are as follows:
(1) The inhibitory surround. We designed experiments to probe each of these different possibilities.
(1) Does the Inhibitory Surround Adapt to Differential Motion? We first examined the role of the inhibitory surround in differential motion adaptation, by using a stimulus that does not activate the surround. Beginning with Global Motion, we switched to Local Motion by halting the motion of the background grating ( Figure 1E ). This produced a sudden increase in firing of OMS cells, very similar to the transition to Differential Motion. Subsequently, the firing rate declined gradually ( Figure 1E ) to $55% of the initial value (range 45%-80%; six cells), with a time constant of $5.1 s (range 3.8-5.9 s). This adaptation closely resembled the one observed under Differential Motion ( Figure 1D ). Thus, while the increase in firing after the switch to Differential Motion is due to a relief of coincident inhibition from the surround region (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) , the subsequent adaptation occurs equally whether the surround is stimulated or not. This observation greatly simplifies the search for the neural mechanisms underlying differential motion adaptation, as we need consider only neurons The OMS ganglion cell (G) receives excitatory input through rectifying synapses from multiple bipolar cells (B). OMS cells are inhibited both directly and indirectly by amacrine cells (A). Numbers represent sites potentially involved in differential motion adaptation. 1, the inhibitory surround region; 2, a polyaxonal amacrine cell spanning object and background regions; 3, the OMS cell; 4, the inhibitory synapse from amacrine cells to the OMS ganglion cell; 5, the excitatory synapse from bipolar cells to the OMS ganglion cell.
processing the stimulus in the center region of the OMS ganglion cell.
(2) Do Polyaxonal Amacrine Cells Adapt to Differential Motion?
The suppression of OMS ganglion cells during global motion is likely delivered by polyaxonal amacrine cells (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) . Those amacrine cells that receive input from both the object and background regions are expected to respond differently to global and differential motion. If this leads to use-dependent changes within the amacrine cell itself, those could play a role in differential motion adaptation.
To test this idea, we recorded the intracellular membrane voltage of polyaxonal amacrine cells with somas in the object region under the Differential Motion onset stimulus ( Figure 4A ). The membrane potential fluctuations of these neurons were significantly larger during Global Motion than Differential Motion. This confirms that the amacrine cell receives input from both object and background. During Global Motion, input from the background is synergistic with input from the object region, making it a highly effective stimulus. However, following the onset of Differential Motion, there was no gradual change in the amacrine cell's response (the fractional change of the membrane potential standard deviation was 0.003 ± 0.014; n = 6). This shows that the amacrine cell does not itself adapt after switching to Differential Motion and effectively rules out the intrinsic properties of polyaxonal amacrine cells as contributors to differential motion adaptation.
(3) Is Adaptation Intrinsic to OMS Cells? Given that OMS cells increase their firing dramatically after switching to Differential Motion (Figure 1 ), the adaptation that follows could, in principle, be due to dynamic, spikedependent changes in the OMS cell's membrane properties. For example, if an additional membrane conductance develops over the adaptation period, then the same synaptic input currents will lead to smaller membrane voltage excursions, and thus less spiking (Sanchez-Vives et al., 2000) . During the Global Motion period, one would expect this conductance to decrease again, leading to a gradual increase in the voltage excursions. We tested this by recording the intracellular membrane potential of OMS ganglion cells ( Figure 5 ), measuring the standard deviation of the stimulus-evoked subthreshold activity.
Upon a switch to Differential Motion, membrane voltage fluctuations increased immediately and then declined gradually by a factor of 0.24 ± 0.03 (five cells) in the course of adaptation ( Figure 5B ). With the subsequent switch to Global Motion, voltage fluctuations dropped immediately. However, there was no gradual recovery of subthreshold activity during this period; it remained constant to within a fraction of 0.01 ± 0.02. Likewise, the spiking output of OMS cells showed no significant recovery during the Global Motion phase: from 0.23 ± 0.05 Hz early on (0-4 s, 41 cells) to 0.21 ± 0.05 Hz later (36-40 s).
How can one reconcile the observed adaptation during Differential Motion with the lack of any recovery during Global Motion? An activity-dependent change in a membrane conductance can account for this only if that conductance is used exclusively during Differential Motion. For example, if the adapting membrane current is voltage dependent (Kim and Rieke, 2003 ) with a high threshold, then only the large fluctuations during Differential Motion might be affected by adaptation.
However, there is an alternative explanation in which the ganglion cell's membrane properties remain constant, but the synaptic inputs from bipolar cells adapt ( Figure 5B ). In this scenario, one set of bipolar cell terminals is very active during Differential Motion and gradually loses strength. During Global Motion, these terminals are silent and make no contribution to the membrane potential, but gradually recover their synaptic strength. A second set of bipolar cell inputs retains constant strength throughout Global and Differential Motion. The sum of the two inputs yields a constant response during Global Motion but an adapting response during Differential Motion. This idea will receive additional support in the following sections.
(4 and 5) Does the Pathway from Amacrine Cells to OMS Ganglion Cells Adapt? It appears that adaptation to differential motion is not explained by intrinsic cellular mechanisms in either the OMS cell or the polyaxonal amacrine cell. Given the working hypothesis for the OMS circuit (Figure 3 ), alternative sites of adaptation are the synapses that provide excitation or inhibition to the OMS cells. We first probed for dynamic changes in the interactions between inhibitory amacrine cells and the OMS ganglion cell. If synapses on the path from an amacrine to a ganglion cell were to change in strength, then the resulting adaptation occurs before the contributions from all the peripheral amacrine cells are pooled at the level of the OMS cell. We designed a stimulus specifically to test this prediction.
Rather than jitter the object and background gratings randomly according to fixational eye-movements, we shifted them periodically, as this afforded complete control over the correlations between the synaptic inputs from different parts of the receptive field ( Figure 6A ). When the gratings in the object and background regions were shifted in synchrony (Global Motion), OMS cells typically remained silent. When the gratings shifted asynchronously (Differential Motion), movement of the object grating caused the cell to fire a rapid burst of spikes (Figure 6A ). The amplitude of those bursts declined gradually ( Figure 6B ), replicating the differential motion adaptation seen with continuously jittering gratings (Figure 1 ).
To test whether this adaptation happens before the summation of inhibitory inputs, the background region was split into two equal halves: in one half, the grating shifted in phase with the object grating; in the other half, the grating shifted out of phase with the object ( Figures  6C and 6D ). Every 50 s, the two halves of the background swapped roles. Thus, at any given time, the OMS cell experienced Global Motion with respect to half of the background but Differential Motion with respect to the other half. For many OMS cells, Global Motion of only half the background was not sufficient to completely suppress firing, and a burst was observed on every shift of the object grating ( Figure 6D ). When the two halves of the background switched roles, this response increased immediately-by 20% on average-then adapted gradually back to a steady level (Figures 6E and 6F) . This shows that there is significant adaptation in the OMS response prior to spatial summation of the surround. Therefore, adaptive changes do indeed occur along the synaptic pathway from the peripheral amacrine cells to the OMS cell. Two plausible sites for this modulation need to be considered. One possibility is a direct synapse between the polyaxonal amacrine cell and the OMS ganglion cell (site 4 in Figure 3 ). When the two halves of the background swap phases (Figure 6D ), the activity of the individual peripheral amacrine cell is expected to stay the same, but its correlation with the OMS cell in the object region changes. If the synaptic strength of this synapse is modulated by the correlations between presynaptic and postsynaptic signals in an anti-Hebbian fashion (Aizenman et al., 2000) , then one could explain the gradual decline of the OMS firing rate ( Figure 6F) .
However, amacrine cells can also interact indirectly with the OMS cells, by inhibiting bipolar cell terminals in the receptive field center (Cook et al., 1998 ) (site 5 in Figure 3 ). This offers another potential mechanism for differential motion adaptation: presynaptic depression. In this picture, during Global Motion the peripheral amacrine cells inhibit a bipolar cell terminal whenever the bipolar cell depolarizes. This will reduce or eliminate synaptic transmitter release, and thus the excitatory drive to the ganglion cell. With a switch to Differential Motion, the bipolar cell depolarizes in the same way, but there is no coincident presynaptic inhibition. Because the synapses are primed and release-ready, the bipolar terminal immediately provides a large drive to the OMS cell. If the synapse depresses under repetitive use (von Gersdorff and Matthews, 1997; Burrone and Lagnado, 2000) , its output will gradually decline, leading to the observed adaptation in the OMS cell response. To explain adaptation to the ''split-surround'' stimulus ( Figure 6 ), one needs to assume further that individual bipolar cell terminals receive asymmetric inhibition dominated by one or the other half of the background, perhaps as a result of random connections to the processes of wide-field amacrine cells. This hypothesis led to the following experiments.
(5) Is Depression at the Bipolar Cell Terminal Involved in Adaptation? If the site of adaptation is indeed the bipolar-to-ganglion cell synapse, then adaptation to differential motion must occur before the input from the bipolar cell population is summed at the level of the ganglion cell. To examine this directly, we exploited a stimulus that can drive bipolar and ganglion cells independently. We used a fine object grating with bars of 67 mm width, about the size of bipolar cell receptive fields (Hare and Owen, 1996; Ö lveczky et al., 2003) . This grating was shifted back and forth by one bar width, ensuring that a different subset of OFF-type bipolar cells was excited on consecutive shifts of the grating ( Figure 7A ). The background grating shifted at only half the frequency and was in phase either with the upward or the downward shifts of the object grating. Every 50 s, this phase was swapped. Under this stimulus, an individual bipolar cell experiences inhibition from amacrine cells in synchrony with excitation from photoreceptors for 50 s. In the following 50 s, the inhibition is out of phase with the excitation. The OMS ganglion cell, which sums over many bipolar cells in the object region, experiences the same amount of differential motion at all times. Therefore, if adaptation happens after the OMS cell has summed its inputs, then the switch in the phase of the background grating should not yield any changes in the firing rate. On the other hand, if adaptation is due to depression at individual bipolar cell terminals, then the switch should produce a transient increase in OMS cell firing, because a previously silent set of bipolar terminals suddenly gets activated.
The results were consistent with the latter hypothesis. As expected from preceding experiments, the OMS cells fired vigorously on the Differential Motion shifts of the object grating but remained essentially silent during the Global Motion shifts ( Figure 7A ). More importantly, when the phase of the background grating switched, the Differential Motion response increased suddenly, then declined back to the steady-state level ( Figure 7B ). On average, the increase amounted to a factor of 2 and the time constant of subsequent adaptation was $5 s (12 OMS cells, Figure 7C ). Note that the magnitude and the time course of this effect match the overall motion-adaptation phenomenon ( Figures 1D, 1E , 4C, and 6B).
This result shows that differential motion adaptation occurs in large part before spatial summation of the excitatory inputs to the ganglion cell and is consistent with a form of depression at the bipolar-to-ganglion cell synapse (site 5 in Figure 3 ). By contrast, plasticity at the amacrine-to-ganglion cell synapse (site 4 in Figure 3 ) cannot explain the adaptation seen in Figure 7 . Polyaxonal amacrine cells have large receptive fields that pool over many bipolar cells, and they respond identically to gratings of opposite contrast (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) . Consequently, the inhibitory synapse between the amacrine and ganglion cell will not experience any change when the background grating switches phase. By the same arguments, adaptation of the intrinsic properties of amacrine cells (site 2 in Figure 3 ) or of ganglion cells (site 3) cannot account for the observations in Figure 7 . Neither of those two sites would experience a change in activity after the stimulus switch if the bipolar synapses retain constant strength.
To be confident that adaptation derives from plasticity in the bipolar cell's transmitter release mechanism, one would like to confirm that the inputs to the synaptic terminal do not themselves undergo any adaptation. Excitatory input to the bipolar cell comes exclusively from the object region, and therefore does not change at the transition to differential motion. However, the bipolar cell terminal does receive input from the background region, and this could somehow alter the cell's sensitivity to its excitatory input. Moreover, local polyaxonal amacrine cells receive inputs from both object and background regions, and thus change their response at the transition to Differential Motion ( Figure 4) ; in principle, this could lead to a gradual change in their synaptic transmission to the bipolar cell terminal.
To test these possibilities, we recorded directly from OFF bipolar cells under the same periodic shift stimuli (Figure 8 ). This allowed a separate measurement of central excitation and peripheral inhibition during retinal adaptation. The bipolar cell soma depolarized when a dark bar shifted into its receptive field and hyperpolarized when the bright bar moved in half a period later. Under Differential Motion, an inhibitory postsynaptic potential was triggered by each shift of the background grating, likely reflecting the inhibitory input from amacrine cells on the synaptic terminal. Neither the excitatory nor the inhibitory potentials showed any time-dependent change after the switch to Differential Motion (Figure 8c) . Consequently, it appears that the inputs to the synaptic terminal are indeed constant over time. Though this was a consistent finding in all the bipolar cells we inspected, there remains the possibility that we missed a special type of bipolar cell that drives OMS cells and behaves differently.
Closer inspection of the bipolar cell response ( Figure 8A) shows that the depolarization from the object shift is essentially unchanged whether or not there is simultaneous inhibitory input from the background shift.
This suggests that the site of recording is electrotonically close to the dendrites, and the strong excitatory conductance during the object shift essentially clamps the somatic potential (Koch et al., 1983; Vu and Krasne, 1992) . It is expected that near the axon terminal the reverse occurs, such that the strong inhibitory conductance cancels electrotonically distant excitation and effectively blocks transmitter release. These interpretations would benefit greatly from direct observation of electrical activity at the terminals.
Ethological Role of Differential Motion Adaptation
In what way might adaptation to differential motion be beneficial for the organism, and thus adaptive in the strict sense? If part of the retinal image contains continuous real-world motion for several seconds, such as swaying leaves or rippling water, this region's differential motion signals will gradually attenuate. Meanwhile, other parts of the retina retain high sensitivity to signal the onset of new motion, which is potentially of greater survival interest. On other occasions, the entire retina may become adapted, for example as a result of self-motion through a patterned environment. What consequences, other than a reduction in sensitivity, will such adaptation have on the representation of moving objects?
As shown previously, the spike times of an OMS ganglion cell are determined very reliably by the motion trajectory in its receptive field center (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) . A rigidly moving object produces the same image motion, and thus almost the same spike train in all the OMS cells it covers. Thus, synchronous firing in the OMS cell population may act as a tag that binds together image regions belonging to the same object (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) . But the detection of this stimulus-driven synchrony is more ambiguous if firing rates in the population are high, since that increases the probability of spurious spike coincidences. On this background, adaptation to differential motion may serve to reduce such ambiguity: as the spike trains become sparser, spurious coincidences between cells seeing differently moving objects would become rarer, and the synchronous events between cells seeing the same object more significant (Figure 9 ).
To test this notion, we monitored synchronous firing among OMS neurons at various times after the switch to Differential Motion. As predicted, the same-object correlations indeed became more significant in the course of adaptation (Figure 9 ). The ratio of spike synchrony from the same object versus different objects (see Experimental Procedures) increased by 34% ± 16% over the first 10 s of adaptation (mean ± SD; 28 cell pairs). Thus, while a burst of OMS cell activity serves to rapidly indicate where an object starts to move, subsequent adaptation may make the process of discerning object identity based on synchronous firing more reliable and robust. Neural coding strategies where the details of a particular stimulus are revealed robustly only after a dynamic sparsening of the response have also been proposed for olfaction (Laurent, 2002 ) and face recognition (Sugase et al., 1999) .
DISCUSSION
This study was aimed at understanding the responses of retinal neurons when an object in the scene begins to move on the background of the ever-present image motion caused by fixational eye movements. We focused on the OMS ganglion cells described previously (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) and found that:
(1) The OMS cells respond to the onset of differential motion with a dramatic increase in firing rate, which subsequently adapts with a time constant of $7 s, reducing the steady-state firing rate to less than half its initial value. (2) Subregions of the ganglion cell receptive field, corresponding in size to individual bipolar cells, can adapt independently to differential motion. However, the bipolar cell membrane potential itself shows no sign of adaptation. (3) The primary cellular mechanism of this adaptation is likely synaptic depression at the OFF-bipolar cell terminal, whose activity is controlled by presynaptic inhibition from polyaxonal amacrine cells. Other potential sites of cellular or synaptic modulation contribute little to differential motion adaptation. (4) One functional consequence of this adaptation is an increase in the precision of a synchrony code, by which a population of OMS ganglion cells can tag different regions of the same moving object.
Absolute Motion and Differential Motion
Many neurons in the retina and elsewhere in the visual system respond preferentially to moving stimuli (Clifford and Ibbotson, 2002; Taylor and Vaney, 2003) . If image motion persists for some time, these responses decline in strength (Barlow and Hill, 1963; Giaschi et al., 1993; Van Wezel and Britten, 2002) , and such adaptation has been invoked as a neural substrate for motion aftereffects like the waterfall illusion (Barlow and Hill, 1963) . In these studies of absolute motion, the stimulus onset always entails a strong change in the visual input to the neuron's receptive field center, and thus the ensuing adaptation may well result from local mechanisms within the center's circuitry (Brown and Masland, 2001) . By contrast, the study of differential motion involves more subtle stimuli. In the experiments described here, any local region of the retina always experiences the same amount of motion. The observed response in OMS ganglion cells depends entirely on a comparison between the motion trajectory in the cell's center and surround. Correspondingly, the circuit elements responsible for adaptive effects must lie after convergence of signals from the receptive field center and surround. Based on prior work, it appears that the relevant surround signals are carried by wide-field amacrine cells in the inner retina, not by horizontal cells in the outer retina (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) .
Interaction of Center and Surround
We searched for differential motion adaptation at several candidate sites in the retina's circuit that have access to input from both center and surround (Figure 3) . A key observation was that adaptation occurs on a fine spatial scale before bipolar cell signals are pooled within the ganglion cell's receptive field center (Figure 7 ). On the other hand, it must occur after convergence of bipolar cells and wide-field amacrine cells. There is only one circuit element that can meet these constraints: a synaptic terminal of a bipolar cell that receives inhibition from amacrine cells (site 5 in Figure 3) . Thus, our results suggest that the peripheral inhibition responsible for differential motion selectivity is, in large part, onto the presynaptic terminals of bipolar cells that provide excitation to the OMS ganglion cells.
It must be noted that only some bipolar cell terminals are affected by presynaptic inhibition from amacrine cells. For example, most ganglion cell types are not suppressed by Global Motion stimuli (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) . Similarly, the polyaxonal amacrine cells themselves are not suppressed; in fact, Global Motion is more effective than Differential Motion for these neurons ( Figure 4B ). Clearly, they must draw their input from a different set of bipolar cell terminals. Finally, the OMS ganglion cells themselves receive some input from nonsuppressed bipolar cells, since they do show stimulus-evoked subthreshold voltage fluctuations during Global Motion ( Figure 5B) . Indeed, structural studies have shown that diverse bipolar cell types form different interactions with amacrine cells, and multiple bipolar types can converge on the same ganglion cell (Masland, 2001; McGuire et al., 1984) .
Adaptation through Presynaptic Depression
On this background, adaptation in OMS ganglion cells can occur as follows. During Global Motion, the bipolar cells in the receptive field center depolarize synchronously with amacrine cells in the surround, whose axons inhibit the bipolar cell terminal. Thus, the terminal releases no neurotransmitter, and the OMS ganglion cell remains silent. During Differential Motion, bipolar cells in the center and amacrines in the surround depolarize asynchronously. Thus, the transmission block is relieved, and the OMS cells are excited. Continued activation of the bipolar cell terminal leads to presynaptic depression (von Gersdorff and Matthews, 1997; Burrone and Lagnado, 2000) , a gradual decline in transmitter release, and thus a decline in OMS cell activity (Figure 1) . During a subsequent period of Global Motion, the terminal is silenced again and gradually recovers from depression (Figure 2) .
The overall picture of OMS circuitry is summarized in Figure 3 . Assuming that adaptation happens via synaptic depression at bipolar cell terminals (site 5 in Figure 3) , one can explain all the observed phenomena: the lack of adaptation in amacrine cell signals (Figure 4) ; the decline in OMS cell inputs during Differential Motion ( Figure 5) ; adaptation prior to spatial pooling in the receptive field surround ( Figure 6) ; and adaptation prior to spatial pooling in the center (Figure 7) . None of the alternative mechanisms considered here can account for all of these observations. Still, there could be other contributions to the overall effect. For example, a spike-dependent sodium conductance (Kim and Rieke, 2003) may alter the postsynaptic sensitivity of the OMS ganglion cell during periods of high activity. On the other hand, we found that the presynaptic component of adaptation is by itself strong enough to account for the 2-fold effects of differential motion adaptation ( Figures 1D, 1E, 6B, and 7C) .
The same mechanism could well be engaged in contrast adaptation. Following a sudden increase in the contrast of a stimulus, the ganglion cell gradually loses sensitivity (Smirnakis et al., 1997) . This results in large part from a decline in synaptic input from bipolar cells (Kim and Rieke, 2001; Manookin and Demb, 2006) , which could arise from activity-dependent depression of the bipolar cell terminal. Note, however, that an increase in contrast activates the bipolar terminal in a very different manner from differential motion: in the former case, the bipolar cell signal increases dramatically. In the latter case, the bipolar cell signal remains the same, but the terminal is relieved from amacrine inhibition.
Input-Specific Adaptation
We observed that different inputs to the same ganglion cell can adjust their relative weight if they are stimulated differentially ( Figure 7 ): a continuously active bipolar cell terminal loses its voice, a silent one gains in strength. This dynamic flexibility of the retinal microcircuit may be part of a general strategy of predictive coding that serves to decrease the sensitivity to maintained features in the stimulus and enhance the response to novel features (Barlow, 1990) . Specifically, each bipolar cell terminal could communicate a somewhat different aspect of the stimulus. It has its own receptive field, determined by excitation from the bipolar cell and inhibition from the particular amacrine cells that contact the terminal. Thus, adaptation to this terminal's preferred stimulus feature would occur independently of others. In fact, a surprisingly general form of patternspecific adaptation has recently been observed in the retina (Hosoya et al., 2005) , and it may well involve this same mechanism. Input-specific adaptation is also a well-known aspect of neural coding in the visual cortex (Movshon and Lennie, 1979) , and indeed presynaptic depression has been invoked as a possible explanation (Chance et al., 1998) . The phenomenon exists in other sensory systems (Best and Wilson, 2004; Gollisch and Herz, 2004) and likely represents an important motif in neural computation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Electrophysiology
Retinas of larval tiger salamanders were isolated in darkness and superfused with oxygenated Ringer's medium at room temperature.
A piece of retina, 6-8 mm on a side, was placed ganglion cell-layerdown on a multielectrode array, which recorded spike trains simultaneously from many ganglion cells, as described previously (Meister et al., 1994) . For intracellular recordings (Baccus and Meister, 2002) , sharp microelectrodes were filled with 2 M potassium acetate and 1% Alexa 488, having a final impedance of 150-250 MU. Cells were identified by their responses to flashes, Differential and Global Motion stimuli, and by their depth within the retina. The recorded resting potentials were À55 to À65 mV for polyaxonal amacrine cells, À60 to À70 mV for OMS ganglion cells, and À45 to À60 mV for bipolar cells. Following recording, cells were filled with dye iontophoretically, and the cell type was confirmed by viewing the live preparation using a 403 water-immersion objective.
Visual Stimulation
Visual stimuli were projected from a computer monitor onto the photoreceptor layer, as described (Meister et al., 1994) . All experiments used a mean photopic intensity of $8 mW/m 2 . The jittered gratings consisted of black and white bars with a periodicity of 133 mm. The object region, 800 mm in diameter, was separated from the background region, measuring 4300 3 3200 mm, by a 67 mm gray annulus, except for the experiments in Figures 6 and 7 , in which the annulus was 270 mm.
For the experiments in Figures 1, 2, 4 , 5, and 9, the jitter trajectory was generated by stepping the grating randomly in 1D every 15 ms with a step size of 6.7 mm. Each trial used a different random trajectory. On alternating trials, the trajectories in the object and background regions were either the same or different; all other aspects of the stimulus remained unchanged. For the experiments in Figures 4 and 5 , the same motion trajectory was repeated, within a given trial, every 5 or 10 s; this was done to allow a better comparison of the subthreshold membrane potential fluctuations at different times relative to differential motion onset. For the experiments in Figures 6-8 , the grating motion was periodic. Speed of the grating was 450 mm/s; amplitude and periodicity as stated in figure legends.
Analysis
The spatiotemporal receptive fields of all ganglion cells were measured by reverse correlation to a flickering black-and-white checkerboard stimulus (Meister et al., 1994) . The spatiotemporal receptive field was approximated as the product of a spatial profile and a temporal filter. The receptive field center of a ganglion cell was estimated as the region where the spatial profile was larger than 1/3 of its maximum value. All polyaxonal amacrine cell recordings were from cells that were impaled in the object region of the stimulus.
Ganglion cells were classified on the basis of their spatiotemporal receptive fields . The Fast OFF ganglion cell ($60% of recorded cells) is the main ganglion cell type in the salamander showing differential motion selectivity (Ö lveczky et al., 2003) , and the analyses were done exclusively on these cells.
Only ganglion cells with receptive field centers enclosed by the object region were included in the analyses. Time constants quoted in the text and figures derive from the best exponential fit to the data. The standard deviation of intracellular membrane potentials referred to in the text and figures is the stimulus-driven component in excess of noise in the recording. The noise was estimated from the standard deviation in the recordings when no visual stimulus was present.
The cross-correlation function C(t) in Figure 9 was calculated as CðtÞ = hr 1 ðtÞr 2 ðt + tÞi hr 1 ðtÞihr 2 ðtÞi
where r(t) is the instantaneous firing rate at time t, and h.i is averaged over 4 s intervals and over 100 trials using different motion trajectories. All cells were recorded in the stimulus configuration of Figure 1 : cells 1 and 3 during the same trial, cell 2 during a trial with a different object trajectory. Error bars in all figures denote standard error, derived from variation among cells or across trials. In averaging the relative firing rate across ganglion cells (Figures 4, 6, 7) , each cell's response was normalized to the steady-state firing rate in the differential motion condition during the final $10 s of the stimulus.
